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Background: The analysis of Inter-Alu PCR patterns obtained from human genomic DNA samples is a promising
technique for a simultaneous analysis of many genomic loci flanked by Alu repetitive sequences in order to detect
the presence of genetic polymorphisms. Inter-Alu PCR products may be separated and analyzed by capillary
electrophoresis using an automatic sequencer that generates a complex pattern of peaks. We propose an
algorithmic method based on the Haar-Walsh Wavelet Packet Transformation (WPT) for an efficient detection of
fingerprint-type patterns generated by PCR-based methodologies. We have tested our algorithmic approach on
inter-Alu patterns obtained from the genomic DNA of three couples of monozygotic twins, expecting that the
inter-Alu patterns of each twins couple will show differences due to unavoidable experimental variability. On the
contrary the differences among samples of different twins are supposed to originate from genetic variability. Our
goal is to automatically detect regions in the inter-Alu pattern likely associated to the presence of genetic
polymorphisms.
Results: We show that the WPT algorithm provides a reliable tool to identify sample to sample differences in
complex peak patterns, reducing the possible errors and limits associated to a subjective evaluation. The redundant
decomposition of the WPT algorithm allows for a procedure of best basis selection which maximizes the pattern
differences at the lowest possible scale. Our analysis points out few classifying signal regions that could indicate
the presence of possible genetic polymorphisms.
Conclusions: The WPT algorithm based on the Haar-Walsh wavelet is an efficient tool for a non-supervised pattern
classification of inter-ALU signals provided by a genetic analyzer, even if it was not possible to estimate the power
and false positive rate due to the lacking of a suitable data base. The identification of non-reproducible peaks is
usually accomplished comparing different experimental replicates of each sample. Moreover, we remark that, albeit
we developed and optimized an algorithm able to analyze patterns obtained through inter-Alu PCR, the method is
theoretically applicable to whatever fingerprint-type pattern obtained analyzing anonymous DNA fragments
through capillary electrophoresis, and it could be usefully applied on a wide range of fingerprint-type
methodologies.
Background
Many analytical methodologies in modern genetics and
biochemistry are based on the analysis of complex mix-
tures of oligonucleotides or oligopeptides, which are
resolved as complex patterns of peaks or bands often
referred as “fingerprint type” patterns. When the analysis
is performed at the DNA or RNA level, fingerprint type
patterns can be generated by gel or capillary electrophor-
esis of nucleic acid sequences produced by PCR (Poly-
merase Chain Reaction) -based techniques, such as
Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) [1], Arbi-
trarily Primed PCR (AP-PCR) [2], Simple Sequence
Repeat anchored Polymerase Chain Reaction amplifica-
tion (SSR-PCR) [3], Differential Display Reverse Tran-
scription (DDRT) PCR [4], AFLP [5], inter-Alu PCR [6].
All these methodologies allow for a screening of several
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correspond to different loci, without making any a priori
assumption about their exact sequence and genomic
localization. The comparative analysis of patterns
obtained in different samples reveals its utility in the
most disparate fields of biological research: as examples
we recall the identification of genes overexpressed in
tumors [5], the identification of genetic variability at dif-
ferent levels (individuals, populations, species) [7-9] and
the discovering of genomic loci associated with human
longevity [10]. Among DNA fingerprinting techniques,
inter-Alu PCR [6,11,12] is of particular interest, being
characterized by the highest information level [13]. Alu
repeat sequences are ubiquitously distributed in the
human genome with more than one million elements
[14]. A genomic DNA fragment can be amplified with a
single Alu-specific primer when it is flanked by two Alu
elements which have opposite orientation and a distance
within few kilobases. A PCR reaction conducted with one
ore more primers complementary to Alu sequences pro-
duces a multitude of anonymous DNA amplification pro-
ducts that can be revealed by electrophoretic separation.
A typical inter-Alu pattern often shows inter-individual
variability, due to genetic polymorphisms of different
types: length variation of intervening sequences, de novo
insertion of flanking Alu elements, deletions, transloca-
tions, and mutation of priming sites [13,15,16]. In gen-
eral, this approach can be used for the initial detection of
polymorphic loci involved in quantitative, multigenic
traits [10,17] or of germline and somatic mutations
[18,19] or of genetic alterations in cancer cells [20-23]. In
a previous study [10], we developed a variant of inter-Alu
PCR, which uses two different Alu-specific primers
labeled with different fluorochromes in the same PCR
reaction; the resulting PCR products can be analyzed by
capillary electrophoresis and fluorescent detection on a
PE/ABI Genetic Analyzer, and reported by the instru-
ment as distinct fluorescence peaks; many of the peaks
generated by this method are smaller than 1 Kb and,
given that the frequency peaks of Alu elements in the
human genome are centered at 0.1 Alu/kb and 1 Alu/kb
[24], are likely to be obtained from the regions with high-
est density of Alu sequences [10,17]. In the inter-Alu
PCR analysis, as well as in other fingerprint-type genomic
analysis, the comparative evaluation of the analytical
samples is usually done “by eye” by the operator, with the
time-consumption and the possible errors associated
with a subjective evaluation. These limitations prevent
the application of these technique to large data sets and
there is the necessity to develop computer-based analyti-
cal approaches, able to automate the comparative analysis
of different samples and to provide better reliability and
operative efficiency. We have elaborated and tested, in
the present work, an algorithm based on the Wavelet
Packet Transformation (WPT) aimed to detect finger-
print-type patterns generated by inter-Alu PCR. The
WPT is an overcomplete multiscale analysis of the initial
signal based on wavelet functions [25]. Starting from a
signal of length 2
N the information is distributed on N ×
2
N coefficients so that it is possible to apply an optimiza-
tion procedure for classification problems and pattern
recognition. In recent years the wavelet analysis has been
largely applied to biological data sets, for very different
purposes such as microarray data mining [26,27] and
analysis of the genomic sequence [28-30]. In this paper
we use the Best Basis algorithm to define different classes
of signals. This method has been developed by Coifman
and Wickerhauser [31] for the sismic signals classifica-
tion and successively applied to feature extraction pro-
blems by Saito [32] that has proposed the Local
Discriminant Basis algorithm. The classification is based
on the hypothesis that the relevant signal information is
well reproduced by a limited number of wavelet coeffi-
cients. To perform the WPT we have chosen the Haar
basis that generates the Walsh packets [33]. We have
tested the capability of the wavelet analysis to detect sam-
p l et os a m p l ed i f f e r e n c e si naf i n g e r p r i n tt y p ep a t t e r n
produced by the electrophoretic analysis of inter-Alu
PCR products. The positions of electrophoretic peaks
detected by the genetic analyzer was used to reconstruct
the inter-Alu pattern using a standard Gaussian for each
peak. We have applied the WPT algorithm to identify
some regions in the electrophoretic patterns where a sig-
nificant difference is detected among the signals obtained
from three couples of homozygotic twins. The compari-
son of the patterns of members of the same couple of
twins allowed to filter the intrinsic variability of experi-
mental methodology, whilst those signals which varied
only among different twins were possibly correlated to
polymorphic loci. The characterization of the detected
polymorphic loci requires further specific experiments.
Methods
Whole blood DNA samples were obtained from three
pairs of monozygotic twins, following standard proce-
dures. All the subjects gave their informed consent. The
recruitment of participants was carried out in compli-
ance with the Helsinki Declaration, and after the
approval of the Independent ethical committee of the
Bologna Hospital-University was obtained. For each
sample, four independent experimental replicates were
performed, repeating the experimental procedure (inter-
Alu PCR and electrophoresis) four times, in different
days, in order to test the experimental variability. Details
of inter-Alu PCR and capillary electrophoretic separa-
tion have been described in a previous article [10].
Briefly, inter-Alu PCR was conducted using two primers,
5’-AGCGAGACTCCG-3’ (R12A/267) labeled with the
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(R14B/264) labeled with the “Fam” fluorochrome, using
a 9700 thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems). Inter Alu-
PCR products were then separated by capillary electro-
phoresis in a 310 Genetic Analyzer (PE/ABI). Each run
was performed using Pop 4 (PE/ABI) denaturing electro-
phoresis polymer. Before running, 2μl of amplified sam-
ples were added to 12μl of formamide and to 0.8μl of a
carboxytetramethylrhodamine-labeled internal size stan-
dard (Genescan 2500 size standard, supplied by PE/
ABI). This program (supplied by PE/ABI) was used to
visualize and to export the electrophoretic patterns (see
Figure 1). The Gene-Scan program provides some rele-
vant information: associated primer, peak position in
data point (measure of the instrument), peak height and
peak area. Repeated measures of the same sample indi-
cated that the only reproducible entries were the peak
position and the peak length (the ratio between area
and height).
We have developed a program that performs the sig-
nals reconstruction using a mapping from data point
(unit of the instrument) to base pairs.
Noise reduction
The lengths of inter-Alu PCR products range from 50 bp
to 2000 bp (see Figure 1); we have chosen to restrict the
analysis only to fragments up to 1000 bp interval since
longer inter-alu fragments have low resolution in the
experiments. Moreover the inter-Alu pattern turns out to
be more robust and reproducible within this interval. The
signals have been processed using a windowing cut-off,
which suppresses the small peaks (approximately less than
10% of the local signal amplitude). The main reason to
apply a local windowing cut-off procedure is that the PCR
amplification characteristics depend on the DNA fragment
length in capillary electrophoresis separation: indeed the
original signals show regions with different mean peak
amplitude, whose length is of order ≃ 300 bp. Then we
choose a typical window of 250 bp width: this turns out to
be a good compromise to have enough statistics (number
of peaks) and signal regions with homogeneous character-
istics for noise reduction. In order to extract the relevant
information from the four repeated signals of each sample
we adopted a “union procedure” based on the assumption
that each peak of the filtered signals corresponds to a real
inter-Alu sequence. This procedure reduces the experi-
mental variability introduced by the PCR amplification.
The union procedure uses a local alignment of the signals
with a tolerance of 5 bp for each peak and produces a
“union signal” using a logical OR function applied to the
four signals; the final position of a peak is the average
of the peaks positions in the four original signals (see
Figure 2). The 5 bp tolerance is the result of measurement
accuracy in the peak positions and it has been checked
with repeated measures on the same samples. The peak
position difference between twins in the same couple
should be within this precision according to the assump-
tion that they share the same genetic code, whereas we
expect a statistical error less than 2 bp in the average peak
position. Looking for genetic polymorphisms in the inter-
Alu patterns we will use the twin signals to take into
account such a variability. Each peak of the inter-Alu pat-
tern is then normalized to a standard Gaussian function
with unit amplitude and mean square value equal to 1 bp.
Finally the resolution has been artificially increased to 32
points for each bp so that the final signals contain 1024 ×
32 points: this choice allows for a “smooth” representation
of the standard Gaussian peak suitable for the WPT.
Results and Discussion
We have applied the WPT to the 6 union signals
obtained from the three couples of twins and we have
looked for the coefficients that discriminate among a
f i x e dc o u p l eo ft w i na n dt h eo t h e r s .T h ea n a l y s i so f
sample replicates reduces experimental variability
mainly due to unpredictable errors due to the PCR
Figure 1 Inter-Alu electrophoretic patterns. Example of the electrophoretic inter-Alu pattern obtained from 310 Genetic Analyzer (PE/ABI)
using the two primers, 5’-AGCGAGACTCCG-3’ (R12A/267) labeled with the “TET” fluorochrome and 5’-CAGAGCGAGACTCT (R14B/264) labeled with
the “FAM” fluorochrome: the x-axis units are base-pairs whereas the peak amplitude is in arbitrary units. Green peaks represent TET-labeled PCR
products, while blue peaks represent FAM-labeled PCR products.
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reproduces the condition which is encountered in the
routinary biological use of the inter Alu-PCR and other
similar methodologies. In this case the variability
between the twins of a given couple, that share the
same genomic DNA sequence, can be explained by dif-
ferences in DNA quality, purity, presence of contami-
nants and other unpredictable differences generated in
the extraction and preparation of DNA samples (which
could in principle partially depends from pre-existing
biochemical/biological differences between the blood
samples). The variability may appear as slightly different
peak positions or different amplification degree of inter-
Alu sequence that could produce non-detectable signals
(peak absence in one twin).
The inter-Alu signals provided by the genetic analyzer
discriminate ≃100 inter-Alu segments with a precision
of 1 bp in the location. The WPT coefficients cji are
organized in a matrix N ×2
N ,w h o s er o w sc o r r e s p o n d
to different scales: i.e. the j row is divided into 2
j blocks
and each block contains the 2
N-j coefficients that define
the wavelet translation along the scaled signal(see [25]
for a mathematical presentation of WPT). We define
{c1a}ji and {c1b}ji are the WPT coefficients of j level of
the multiscale analysis for union signals of the first twin
couple (the indexes a and b distinguish the two indivi-
duals). The difference
cc ab ji 11 − {} (1)
measures the variability of the given WPT coefficient
for the signals of the first twin couple. A WPT coeffi-
cient {c1a}ji is selected if the variability (1) is significantly
less than the variability of the same coefficient com-
puted by comparing the signals of one member of the
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Figure 2 Repeated signals. Scheme of the union procedure for the 4 repeated signals; the peak in the union signals are obtained using an “or”
procedure with an average on the peak position.
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terium for the selection process
min
,;, , kx y a b
xk y ji ab ji cc cc
=∈ {}
− {} −− {}
23
11 1 ≥  (2)
where {ckx}ji denotes the coefficients produced by the
union signal of the x- t w i ni nt h ek-couple irrespec-
tively of the member of the first twin couple. We recall
our a priori assumption that the twins share the same
genome and should have the same inter-Alu patterns.
Therefore the observed differences are interpreted as
the result of unavoidable variability in our experiments.
The threshold δ has to be normalized with respect to
the area of wavelet function support, associated to the
coefficient cji. Most of the selected coefficients analyze
a common region of the original signals at different
scale levels and can be ordered into a graph structure
which allows to look for the coefficients that perform
an optimal classification at the smallest decomposition
scale. In Figure 3 we report an example of this proce-
dure that detects the shortest regions of the signals
where the patterns have the significant difference. To
detect possible genetic polymorphisms the threshold
value δ has been chosen equal to 1/3 in peak area unit,
that allows to perform a classification between the
twins couple based on a few number(≃ 10) of WPT
coefficients. We defined “global classifying regions” the
regions in the inter-Alu pattern that allow to distin-
guish simultaneously all the 3 couples of twins. These
“global classifying regions” correspond to inter-Alu
pattern regions that show reproducible differences
among samples of different twin couples. Such regions
may contain a peak in different position or a variable
number of peaks, and they may be consequence of
genetic polymorphisms in inter-Alu regions.
In order to relate the δ value with the effective differ-
ences in the inter-Alu patterns, we have to normalize the
Figure 3 Haar Walsh basis. The normalized signals are shown together with the Haar-Walsh basis function that provides a maximal
classification; the four figures refer to different scale levels in a decreasing order from fig. 1 to 4. On the x-axis we report the position in bp of
the selected region; in the y-axis we report the six signals of the three twin couples (denoted by Cn1, Cn2 and Cn3). The amplitude of the
normalized Gaussian peaks is measured along the z-axis. The Haar function that performs the signal classification is also drawn. The level 4
allows an optimal classification of the selected region of the first twins couple. The selected region is not a global classifying region since it does
not distinguish between the signals of the second and the third twin couples.
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function associated to the cji coefficient. If, in the consid-
ered region, the union signals have a single peak, the cri-
terium is satisfied when the peak position of different twin
couples is shifted of 2 bp (at least) with respect to the
measured difference between the peak position of the
same twin couple. On the contrary if we are analyzing
regions where several peaks are present, the criterium (2)
takes into account the correlation among the peak posi-
tions in the signal and it is satisfied when the global differ-
ence between the patterns of different twin couples is more
than 1/3 of the total signal area plus the experimental
variability of the twin signals.
In Figure 4 we report two examples of global classi-
fying regions of different size in the signals. We have
repeated this analysis for the two different primers and
the results are reported in Table 1 and Table 2. Most
of the selected regions are narrow (less than 10 bp)
with a value ≃1 in the criterium(2). These global classi-
fying regions usually contain one or two variable peaks
(see Figure 4 top), likely originating from a single
locus carrying an insertion/deletion or a microsatellite
(variable length of a short repeat) polymorphism. On
the contrary, the global classifying regions wider than
10 bp (see Table 1) do often contain more than two
variable peaks (see Figure 4 bottom). In such cases,
two or more polymorphic loci are likely to be involved.
While this “correlation” of different loci in the same
global classifying region consists only by the fact that
they originate inter-Alu PCR products of similar
length, the crowding of many polymorphic peaks at
specific length may be not casual, given the non-
random genomic distribution of Alu repeats [17] and
their non-random reciprocal distance and orientation
[34]. Finally, we remark that the global classifying
region (393-396) reported in Figure 4 corresponds to a
polymorphic region (QM376-400) analyzed in our pre-
vious paper [10] using a different approach, which
consists of a length polymorphism due to a dinucleo-
tide microsatellite sequence located in an inter-Alu
sequence on chromosome 1. The other possible poly-
morphisms pointed out by the WPT analysis were pre-
viously undetected.
Conclusions
The WPT algorithm based on the Haar-Walsh wavelet
allows for a non-supervised pattern classification
of inter-ALU signals obtained using a genetic analyzer.
We tested the algorithm on inter-Alu PCR patterns of
three couples of monozygotic twins. The pattern
obtained using this genomic fingerprinting methodology,
based on inter-Alu PCR and capillary electrophoresis, is
very complex and results in more than 100 peaks. Such
a number of inter-Alu amplification products is compa-
tible with the observed distribution of Alu sequences
along the human genome, characterized by a great varia-
bility from the 10% average Alu density, and by the pre-
sence of a limited number of genomic regions having an
exceptionally high Alu density [17]. The subjective evalua-
tion of the patterns is hampered by the presence of some
non-reproducible peaks that should be excluded from the
analysis [10]. The identification of non-reproducible
peaks is usually accomplished by comparing different
experimental replicates of each sample. However, in our
assay we used not only four replicates for each sample,
but even DNA samples from monozygotic twins. In this
way, we had for each sample a “super-replicate” (the
DNA from the other member of the twin couple) that
allowed for a more reliable identification of those regions
of the pattern whose variability was due to unpredictable
experimental variations, and not to differences in the
genomic DNA. The application of the WPT algorithm
detected 13 polymorphic regions of the inter-Alu pattern;
one of them corresponded to the previously detected (by
“visual” analysis) QM376-400 region [10], whereas the
others were previously undetected. Albeit a precise com-
parison of the present method with the results obtained
by analyzing the Alu-PCR pattern “by eye” (the com-
monly adopted procedure) is diffcult due to the subjec-
tive and operator-dependent nature of this procedure,
the present method promises a better sensitivity, given
that 13 global classifying regions have been detected in
the present work (in three couples of twins) vs. 3 poly-
morphic regions detected “by eye” in a previous study
[10] on a larger set of samples. We have to remark that
the obtained results have some important limitations. In
particular, we are not in condition to give any estimate of
the power and false positive rate of the present applica-
tion of WPT algorithm in the detection of Alu-PCR poly-
morphisms, since it does not exist any widely-accepted
data set that can be used as a standard test case. This
would require the cloning, sequencing and characteriza-
tion of a large number of polymorphic inter-Alu PCR
products, with an economic and research effort far
beyond the scope of this work. While we are aware that
such a limitation can hamper the objective evaluation of
the performance of the present software and that this
issue deserves to be addressed in future papers, it should
be noted that the same limitation is also true for the tra-
ditional “by eye” approach (ignoring the power and false
positive rate of this methodology). On the whole, the
advantages of the application of the WPT algorithm with
respect to the “visual”, subjective inspection of electro-
phoretic patterns can be summarized as follows:
a) a rapid, computer-assisted detection of variable
peaks;
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Page 6 of 9Figure 4 Signal Classification. Examples of global classifying regions. In the top picture the classification procedure based on WPT is applied
on the interval 392-400 bp of the inter-Alu pattern. The classification is due to the presence of a single peak at different positions in the signals
of the different twin couples Cn1, Cn2, Cn3, whereas it maintains the same position in the signals of a single twin couple. The wavelet function
that performs the classification is positive in the interval 392-396 bp and negative in the interval 396-400 bp; therefore the convolution with the
Gaussian peaks of the signal is the sum of positive and negative terms. The picture is obtained by multiplying the signals by the classifying
wavelet function in order to illustrate the results of the WPT. The WPT coefficient is the sum of the positive and negative peak areas; therefore
the WPT coefficient is positive for the couple Cn1, negative for the couple Cn2 and nearly zero for the couple Cn3 and a K value ≃1 is obtained
in eq. (2). In the bottom picture the classification procedure is applied to a larger interval 120-160 bp. In such a case the WPT classification is
due to the presence of a pattern of several peaks that have a significant variability among the signals of the different twin couples.
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the same sample, and an automatic “extraction” of
reproducible signals;
c) a better sensitivity, with the ability to detect an
higher number of polymorphic regions.
Moreover we remark that, albeit we developed an algo-
rithm specifically optimized to analyze inter-Alu PCR pat-
terns, the method is theoretically applicable to whatever
fingerprint-type pattern obtained analyzing anonymous
DNA fragments through capillary electrophoresis, and
could be usefully applied on a wide range of fingerprint-
type methodologies. It is important to note that, recently,
new high-throughput methods based on DNA sequencing
[35] and on TIP-chip microarray analysis [36,37] have
been presented, aimed to perform a locus by locus detec-
tion of Alu mutation/polymorphisms on the whole gen-
ome: the first results obtained with these methodologies
[35,37] have begun to clarify and to point out the impor-
tance of the mutagenesis mediated by Alu sequences and
other retrotransposons in human genome variation and in
various disease conditions. However, for their inherent
complexity and high cost, these high-throughput meth-
odologies are not likely to become (at least in the next few
years) a substitute for inter-Alu PCR in all those situations
in which limited availability of time or budget could be a
constraint (for example, for diagnostic examination of dis-
ease states in which the importance of Alu-associated
genetic variation has been found). The availability of a
computer method capable to speed-up, simplify and stan-
dardize the analysis of inter-Alu PCR patterns will be a
valuable aid for a routine use of the inter-Alu analysis.
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